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1. Scope
This document describes the advanced quality planning of the externally supplied products
and services at Schaeffler and is therefore addressed to all suppliers of the final product
relevant products and services.

2. Purpose
In order to develop and produce a new product that meets the Schaeffler quality requirements,
systematic advanced quality planning is required. The Advanced Quality Planning procedure
considers the main requirements of APQP (Advanced Product Quality Planning) and Maturity
Level Assurance for new Parts. It accompanies the development of a product during the
Schaeffler Product Development Process (see chapter 7) and is intended to ensure that the
supplier meets all of the Schaeffler requirements on time.
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3. Responsibility
The supplier is fully responsible for the timely planning, execution and documentation
of all activities carried out within the framework of Advanced Quality Planning. He specifies
persons in his organization who are responsible for the individual activities and stipulates
the corresponding deadlines. On the Schaeffler side, a designated project supervisor is
responsible for cooperation with the supplier. Thereby, he is supported by the technical
departments (depending on their area of responsibility).
In order that development activities can be carried out, it is necessary to define the targets
for the project and the communication channels between the parties involved (Schaeffler,
supplier and subcontractors). To ensure continuous monitoring of the project and adherence
to the deadlines specified by the customer, the supplier must set milestones to the elements
defined by Schaeffler at which the defined activities must be completed.
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4. Risk Level and requirements
The demands on Advanced Quality Planning are divided up into three different Risk Levels (RL)
by Schaeffler, based on the risk involved:

RL 1
Increased risk

RL 2
Medium risk

RL 3
Standard product

Maximum requirement

Medium requirement

Standard requirement

• Project work in acc.
with APQP method
• APQP Status Reports
(increased number)
• Project Review(s)
• Sampling
• Process release on-site

• Project work in acc.
with APQP method
• APQP Status Reports
• Project discussion(s),
where required
• Sampling
• Process release on site,
where required

• Simplified project work
(e. g. time scheduling)
• Project discussion(s),
where required
• Sampling
• Process release on site,
where required

Status

Meaning

• Date
quality
the element
areorder
not at
TheGreen
supplier is informed
of/the
RiskofLevel
when the
isrisk
issued, at the latest. Schaeffler may
• Start of production is not at risk
change the Risk Level during the course of the project as a result of unforeseen circumstances.
Yellow
• Date / quality of the element are at risk
Should any requirements
during is
the
course
• Startchange
of production
not
at riskof the project, all affected documents, e. g.
Appropriate
measures
andchanged
responsible
persons must be defined
Control Plan, FMEA,•process
flow corrective
diagram etc.,
must be
accordingly.
Red

• Date / quality of the element will not be observed
• Start of production is at risk
• Appropriate corrective measures and responsible persons must be defined
and agreed with Schaeﬄer
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4. Risk Level and requirements

4.1

Risk Level RL 1 - increased risk
The supplier reports to the designated Schaeffler contact on his own responsibility using the
APQP Status Report:
•
•
•
•

No later than four weeks after order confirmation
At initial mass production sampling
In good time in the event of problems (APQP status of an element is “yellow” or “red”)
On additional dates which have been agreed between Schaeffler and supplier on an individual
basis within the framework of the project work.

Schaeffler checks the progress of the project during project reviews held at either the supplier’s
premises or at Schaeffler’s premises. Documents such as the Control Plan, FMEA, process flow
chart etc. must be submitted as evidence.
Schaeffler releases the mass production process after carrying out a process review at the
supplier’s premises and, where necessary, at the subcontractor‘s premises. The date and scope
of the on-site inspection are agreed between supplier and Schaeffler within the framework
of the APQP.

4.2

Risk Level RL 2 - medium risk
The supplier reports to the designated Schaeffler contact on his own responsibility using the
APQP Status Report:
•
•
•
•

No later than four weeks after order confirmation
At initial mass production sampling
In good time in the event of problems (APQP status of an element is “yellow” or “red”)
On additional dates which have been agreed between Schaeffler and supplier on an
individual basis within the framework of the project work.

Schaeffler can check the progress of the project during project reviews held at either the
supplier’s premises or at Schaeffler’s premises. Documents such as the Control Plan, FMEA,
process flow chart etc. must be submitted as evidence.
Schaeffler can release the mass production process after carrying out a process review
at the supplier’s premises and, where necessary, at the subcontractor‘s premises. The date
and scope of the onsite inspection are agreed between supplier and Schaeffler within the
framework of the APQP.

4.3

Risk Level RL 3 - standard product
The supplier reports to the designated Schaeffler contact on an informal basis
(without the use of the APQP Status Report):
• In good time in the event of problems
Schaeffler can check the progress of the project during project discussions held at either the
supplier’s premises or the Schaeffler’s premises. Documents such as the Control Plan, FMEA,
process flow chart etc. must be submitted as evidence.
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5. Scope of quality advanced planning
The scope of the advance quality planning, i.e. the selection of the relevant elements,
is determined based on the product complexity. The product complexity is evaluated by the
Schaeffler project team, considering the relevance of e.g. electronics, software or independent
product development.
The supplier will be notified of the scope using an APQP Status Report. The selected elements
are then to be processed by the supplier in a timely manner. The content of the individual
elements is specified in Appendix 1.
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6. Monitoring project progress
The supplier must monitor the progress of the project independently and report to Schaeffler
on the basis of the Risk Level.

RL 1

RL 2

RL 3

Following
a requestrisk
by Schaeffler contact, Medium
the exchange
information,
Increased
risk of project-relatedStandard
product
such as the APQP project status for example, is to be managed via the internet marketplace
SupplyOn using the web-based module Project Management (for more detailed information,
please see www.SupplyOn.com).

Maximum requirement

Medium requirement

Standard requirement

• APQP Status Reports

• APQP Status Reports

• Project discussion(s),

• Process release on-site

• Process release on site,

In order to plan the project and monitor dates, the target dates for the individual APQP elements
must
be entered
APQP Status •Report
at work
the start
of the project.•The
actual dates
are work
• Project
workininthe
acc.
Project
in acc.
Simplified
project
entered
to
document
the
completion
of
the
elements.
with APQP method
with APQP method
(e. g. time scheduling)
If the(increased
date or individual
risk ofdiscussion(s),
not being fulfilled, the supplier
must introduce
number)elements are• at
Project
where required
suitable
corrective
measures
and
monitor
these
on
his
own
responsibility.
A
further
• Project Review(s)
where required
• Sampling course of
action
must
be
agreed
jointly
with
Schaeffler.
• Sampling
• Sampling
• Process release on site,

where required

The status of the individual elements where
must be
indicated in the APQP Status Report using the
required
following colour codes:

Status

Meaning

Green

• Date / quality of the element are not at risk
• Start of production is not at risk

Yellow

• Date / quality of the element are at risk
• Start of production is not at risk
• Appropriate corrective measures and responsible persons must be defined

Red

• Date / quality of the element will not be observed
• Start of production is at risk
• Appropriate corrective measures and responsible persons must be defined
and agreed with Schaeﬄer
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7. Product development process
The Schaeffler Product Development Process (PDP) consists of consecutive phases that are
separated by milestones. The current status of the project is reviewed when a milestone is
reached. Additional activities must then be defined where necessary.
The procedure used by Schaeffler is shown in picture 1 and represents the foundation for
handling the project on a joint and structured basis.
In specific cases, e. g. in the case of complex systems or at the request of the end customer,
Schaeffler can take the procedure VDA (Verband der Automobilindustrie) volume
“Maturity Level Assurance for New Parts” as a base and align this with the supplier.
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6. Product development process

Product development process (PDP) / APQP with suppliers
F-Gates / Sample Types

F 1 / M1

Pre-APQP / Definition phase

APQP Phases
Productmaturity level

F 2 / M2

Prototype phase
PRL

PRL

F 3.1 / M3

Optimization phase
PRL

PRL

F 3.2 / M3

PRL

PRL

F 4 / M4

Volume production
preparation phase

System verification phase
PRL

PRL

PRL

PRL

Customer requirements

Change management

Communication and escalation matrix

Project schedule

Feasibility evaluation

Capacity confirmation

Safe launch

Requalification

Technical review and action plan

Nomination / ordering

Development interface agreement (DIA)

Supplier quality plan

Design analysis

Design verification plan (DVP)

Process verification plan (PVP)
Return and defective part analysis
concept / Concern management
Craftmanship / Appearance
/ Cross pattern catalog

APQP-Elemente / Indikatoren

List of special characteristics

Measuring methods definition

Measurement alignment

Inspection and measuring
equipment capability
Part history
Product audit
supplier
Material declaration and
conformity certificate
Equipment and tools

Process FMEA

Prototype control plan

Process flow chart & layout
Process planning
assessment
Production and inspection
of prototype parts
Preliminary process
capability study
Mass production
control plan
Process instructions

Logistics concept

Packaging concept

Traceability concept
Quality planning
subcontractor
Process launchassessment
Capacity trial run

Sample approval

Initialization

Update / Review

Closure

PRL

Product maturity level (PML)
for delivery of samples

Reviews

Picture 1: APQP elements and example of the time flow (for the most complex procucts)
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